THE NEW CV-5000 PROFESSIONAL 3-RU POWER AMPLIFIER FROM
CERWIN-VEGA! IS A MASTERPIECE COMBINATION OF RAW POWER
AND HIGH-DEFINITION SOUND
The new CV-5000 pro power amp expands Cerwin-Vega’s highly successful CV series of professional
amplifiers by taking its power capabilities to new heights – up to 2,500 Watts
in stereo mode operation and up to 5,000 Watts in bridged mono mode
And the new CV-5000 brings with it Cerwin-Vega!’s other famous combination:
high-performance sound at an outstanding value
DEERFIELD BEACH, FL, July 20,, 2010 – Cerwin-Vega!, one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of loudspeakers and audio products for professional and home markets, has raised
the roof on its acclaimed CV Series of power amplifiers with the introduction of the new CV-5000
3-RU Professional Power Amplifier. This field proven amp design is the most muscular yet in the
CV Series, offering up to 2,500 Watts in 2-Ohm stereo mode operation and up to 5,000 Watts in 4Ohm bridged mono mode. The CV-5000 is powerful, yet feature-laden, with a design that includes
a high-efficiency, variable-speed fan tunnel cooling system to ensure reliable, cool running
operation; 21-position detent level control knobs for each channel assuring easily repeatable
settings; signal and clip indicators for convenient monitoring of the amplifier’s status; a defeatable
high-pass filter and limiter for each channel; electronically balanced combo jack and XLR inputs
and 5-way binding post & Speakon® output connectors for each channel; and the right connectors
for integration into most any environment. This much power requires sophisticated circuit
protection and the CV-5000 has it, with an electronics design that delivers clean, reliable
performance with protection circuitry that guards against thermal overloads, short circuits, DC
voltage, subsonic frequencies, and current overdriving.

The CV-5000 joins Cerwin-Vega!’s highly successful CV line of professional power amplifiers,
including the CV-900, CV-1800, and CV-2800, and shares with them the CV Series’ robust design
characteristics -- these rugged, workhorses have the muscle to accommodate the most demanding
audio challenges. With a hi-tech esthetic that looks great in any equipment rack environment, the
Cerwin Vega! CV Series power amplifiers offer a clean, inviting presence combined with simple
user controls, such as 6-segment, multi-color LED ladders for visual monitoring of signal status per
channel. Tim Dorwart, Cerwin-Vega CEO, states, “The new CV-5000 professional power amplifier

extends the reach of our well-received CV Series line of power amplifiers and reflects CerwinVega’s dedication to offering our users the right tools for every application.”

